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Dear Lillian, Castellano 	 5/22/75 
Thanks for your note, the check and the clips. 
You are the only "old timer" from out there and almost the only one from any-where to have a word to say about my breaking those trescripts and other documents the =ease of which I do fear) loose. 
I think it is a coeeeetaey on MIAT of the personalities. 
It is inevitable that in news stories there will be errors. In this one, for example, at one point there is a confusion between Rankin and Warren. 
The one that bothers no most I want you to know about and to tell any who may be interested. 

The 1/22/64 transcript was a joint project. I gave the entire story to the AP reporter and to all the others I tried to interest in if for more than a month before AP decided to go for it. 
Jim Locar, who is probably entirely unknown to you, is perfectly wonderful, entirely honest, and the best thing that has happened to use in more years than I want to remember. There are few like him and ngne his superior. 1de does all this legal work without fee. And he can t afford to. e is just begins ebeg tp practise law and he just had a baby. 
And without Paul Hoch this would. not have been possible. 1  really did believe that the whole thing had been memory-holed. I was too busy at the time the contrary proof became available to even look at it. Paul, who is very sharp on these things, did spot it. I am the first to have asked for it but because Paul did spot the contrary evidence I offered to let him handle it a31  alone. be and Jim, apparentlYs  recided that because 1  would be able to do the necessary hattliae (you can't imagine what it can be!) and because I had made the first request, we should all do it togther. So, the work that Jim did was :for lee clients. The second was Paul. 
I'm very sorry the reporter simplified tho thing too much and that there was no mention of either of the other two. he knew, so I suppoee the consideration was space. Once I learned of the emission I did ask AP by phone, that Saturday afternoon, to add both names. They said it was too late. And as a matter of fact, the minor factual errors wont uncorrected in the stories I've read even though I know they put the corrections on the wire. I spoke to APlisedIdegto last Saturday afeternoon and evening twice about rectification. 
The CBS revert you heard was the original AP story for radio use. I heard it Saturday afternoon. Consistent with the much shorter length of radio stories, it mentioned no names. 

There is to be about four pages in next week's USNews and World sport. I do not knowehat form it will take but I have spent some time with them on it and loaned them much. 

Thanks and best, 


